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ABSTRACT
Human subjective acceptability of temporal distortions in speech

segments is significantly affected by several phonetic factors, e.g.,
the vowel color. The current study proposes a modeling of temporal
error evaluation for synthetic rules that can predict, to some extent,
acceptability to humans (a subjective measure) from only objective
measures (physical properties) of speech signals based on auditory
perceptual characteristics recently found by the authors. To ac-
complish this, the loudness contour is calculated as a main cue for
temporal change of a speech signal. The results of an experiment
to test the effectiveness of the model showed that the proposed
model consistently achieved a better prediction (i.e., closer to hu-
man evaluation) than the reference model, which only used the
average acoustic errors without any perceptual consideration.

1. INTRODUCTION
Rules to assign segmental durations have been developed to repli-
cate the durations of natural speech (e.g., [8, 4]). The effectiveness
of a durational rule should of course be evaluated by human lis-
teners who are the final recipients of that speech. Nevertheless,
objective evaluations, which are widely utilized in the develop-
ment stages of rule-based speech synthesis systems, must rely on
the examination of only acoustic errors. The most popular mea-
sure of an objective evaluation appears to be the sum or average
of segmental errors. From a human perceptual point of view, this
strategy, which minimizes average errors, implicitly assumes the
following two premises:
Premise 1 A single durational error linearly correlates with the

perceived distortion regardless of the attributes of the segment
in question.

Premise 2 Multiple durational errors affect the perceived distor-
tion independently of each other.
In the following section, we first examine these two premises

in the light of human perceptual characteristics and illustrate strate-
gies to solve possible problems due to these premises. Next, we
propose a framework to incorporate the factors mentioned into
an objective error evaluation model, i.e., the loudness jump de-
scription. Finally, we perform a simulation of error evaluation to
confirm the effectiveness of a model built in accordance with the
proposed framework.

2. AUDITORY PERCEPTUAL CHARACTERISTICS FOR
DURATIONAL ERRORS

2.1. Perceptual weightings of individual errors
This subsection examines the first premise. Kato et al. [6, 7]

showed that their listeners’ rating scores of acceptability against
changes in segmental durations could be accurately traced by a
parabolic curve, as shown in Fig. 1. They also showed that the
absolute value of the second-order coefficient of this approximation
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Figure 1: An example of an acceptability rating profile as a func-
tion of change in the segmental duration. The dots and error bars
show the means and standard errors of rating scores by six lis-
teners using 70 segments in words. The parabolic fitting line is
superimposed. (Reproduced from [6].)

curve, namely, the vulnerability index, was generally larger for
vowel segments than that for consonant segments (Fig. 2, the
left-hand scale). This variation in the vulnerability index has also
been found to be highly correlated with the loudness intrinsic in
the segment quality (Fig. 2, right-hand scale).

The current study, therefore, took into account the dependency
of durational sensitivity on the segment quality for the evaluation
model, and adopted loudness as a weighting factor for individual
segmental errors.

2.2. Perceptual interactions among multiple errors
This subsection examines the second premise. A typical example

of interaction among multiple segmental errors can be found in
the perceptual compensation effect of two consecutive segmental
durations (e.g., [3]). This effect is like that when two segmental
durations are modified in a compensatory manner, i.e., to lengthen
one segment and to shorten the other by the same size; the total
perceived distortion does not become very large in comparison with
that expected from the sum of two independent modifications.

Compensation effects of this type indicate that the influence
of a durational error is not trapped within a segment but may
interact beyond segmental boundaries, and also suggests that an
evaluation criterion regarding each segmental error as independent
is not perceptually valid.

Furthermore, Kato et al. [5] found that the amount of the
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Figure 2: The temporal vulnerability (the second-order coefficient
of a parabolic fitting to acceptability rating scores with change
in the segmental duration; dots, left-hand scale) and the loudness
(bars, right-hand scale) of a speech segment as a function of the
phonetic quality type. The error bars show the standard errors. A
larger vulnerability index implies a lower perceptual acceptability
for a given change in the segmental duration. (Reproduced from
[7].)

perceptual compensation effect between two consecutive segments
inversely correlates with the loudness difference or jump at the
segmental boundary of the two segments in question. The amount
of compensation decreased with increasing the loudness jump.

Compensatory durational modifications of two consecutive
segments solely displace the boundary part between the modified
segments. When the boundary is accompanied by only a small
loudness jump, the temporal displacement of that boundary can
be regarded as perceptually insalient. Therefore, the correlation
between the perceptual measure, e.g., acceptability ratings, and
the loudness jump can be regarded as the reflection of the per-
ceptual salience of the displaced boundary. This notion implies
that segmental boundaries function as perceptual markers that give
temporal information about speech.

The current study, therefore, also took into account segmen-
tal boundaries for the evaluation model as temporal markers, and
adopted the loudness jump at each boundary as a weighting factor.

Conventionally, while segmental errors have been regarded as
“changes of the segmental durations” (Fig. 3(a)), the above notion
suggests that they can also be regarded as “displacements of the
segmental boundaries” (Fig. 3(b)). In particular, when describing
the relationships among multiple errors, the former view may not
be sufficient but the latter view appears to be useful. In the follow-
ing section, we propose a framework for describing the temporal
structure of speech by consulting the latter view in dealing with
temporal errors.

3. BUILDING AN EVALUATION MODEL BASED ON
PERCEPTUAL CHARACTERISTICS

3.1. Framing the temporal marker model
The proposed model describes the temporal structure of a given

speech token as a sequence of the perceptual cues, i.e., the temporal
markers, embedded in that token. Using this description, any
modification in the temporal structure can be uniformly expressed
by a single variable, that is, the mutual relationship between the
temporal markers (see Fig. 3(b)). Although temporal markers, in
a most strict sense, can exist at every acoustic change in speech
sounds, human perception, in nature, tends to ignore gradual or
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Figure 3: Examples schematically showing two expressions of
differences in the temporal structure of a speech token (the word
nagedasu in the examples). (a) In the conventional error evalua-
tion procedure, the durational difference in each segment is mea-
sured independently, and then, all of them are summed or averaged
throughout the token. (b) In the current model, the differences
are totally expressed by the relative displacements among all of the
temporal markers in the token, i.e., the segment boundaries in these
diagrams.

small changes, but will pick up rapid and large changes in an
auditory stimulus [2]. Therefore, the present modeling, as a first-
order approximation, assumes the markers to locate at segmental
boundaries (which usually have large acoustic changes) and does
not consider any possible marker at the central portions of a segment
(which is relatively steady-state).

The remaining part of this section assumes a loss of accept-
ability of a given temporal distortion as the subjective evaluation
value. Any formulation for the modeling assumes it as the depen-
dent variable.

The temporal displacement of a single marker in general
makes multiple inter-marker intervals change. Assuming that the
elemental loss of acceptability for the change in each marker inter-
val contributes independently, the overall loss of acceptabilityL for
given temporal changes in a word can be defined by the summation
of all elements throughout that word as

L =

n�1X

i=0

nX

j=i+1

lij ; (1)

where lij denotes the elemental loss of acceptability corresponding
to the temporal change in the interval between the ith and jth
markers.

3.2. Modeling the perceived degradation for each marker in-
terval

This subsection formulates the element loss of acceptability lij in
Eq. (1). As previously shown in Fig. 1, the loss of acceptability of
a change in a single segmental duration increases not linearly but
acceleratedly with the linear increasing of the modification size.
Therefore, the whole-word acceptability L can be approximated as
a second-order polynomial function of ∆t, the size of the modifi-
cation. Since lij has a linear relationship with L as derived from
Eq. (1), lij can also be approximated as a second-order polyno-
mial function of ∆t. The vertex of this parabolic function should
be placed at the origin of the coordinate axes because the loss
of acceptability can be assumed as minimum when no temporal
distortion is given, that is, ∆t is zero.

In addition, the size of the target inter-marker interval itself,
i.e., the original duration denoted by tij , may affect the loss of
acceptability lij . Although the original duration does not seem
to affect the decrement speed of acceptability for regular-length
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(within the regular mora) segments [6] it can affect the decrement
tendency for an extra-long speech portion like that found in special
moras [7].

Therefore, we adopt the number of regular-mora segments be-
tween the markers in question to measure any inter-marker interval
as a first order approximation. For the time range dealt with in
the current study, the absolute discrimination threshold of a given
auditory interval has been reported as not proportional to the base
duration, but approximately to the square-root of the base duration
[1]. The effect of the original duration is, therefore, taken into
account by normalizing lij with the reciprocal of

p
tij .

All of the above notions formulate the element loss of accept-
ability lij(∆t) for a modification ∆t as

lij(∆t)�=
a�wij �∆t2

p
tij

; (2)

where wij denotes the weighting factor due to the variation of the
markers involved and a is a constant to adjust the difference of
scales between both sides of the equation.

3.3. Weighting function of each marker and marker interval
This subsection formulates the weighting function wij in Eq. (2)

which reflects the two kinds of perceptual factors introduced in
section 2. First, subsection 2.1 demonstrated that the vulnera-
bility index, an index of the loss of acceptability, correlates with
the loudness of the segment in question as shown in Fig. 2. This
correlation can be denoted as a linear weighting to lij by the rep-
resentative loudness between the ith and jth markers, e.g., median
loudness, Cij . Second, subsection 2.2 demonstrated that the loss
of acceptability correlates with the loudness difference or jump at
the displaced segmental boundary, namely, the temporal marker.
This correlation can also be denoted as a linear weighting to lij by
the loudness jumps at the ith and jth markers; they are, Ii and Ij ,
respectively. These notions can formulate the weighting function
due to the marker variations wij as

wij = b(Ii + Ij) + Cij ; (3)

where b is a constant to adjust the difference of scales between I
and C. Notice that I and C are assumed as independent.

To summarize, the above formulations simply require a re-
duced description of the loudness contour of a speech signal as
shown in Fig. 4(c). To obtain this description, first the loudness
contour (Fig. 4(b)) is calculated from the time waveform of a speech
signal (Fig. 4(a)), and then, the representative loudness is sampled
and held by every segment. In what follows, we refer to this
simplified description of a speech sound as the loudness jump
description and any model constructed based on this description
as the loudness jump model.

4. EFFECTIVENESS TEST OF THE LOUDNESS JUMP
MODEL

In accordance with the frame proposed in section 3, the current sec-
tion provides an evaluation model of durational errors and tests the
effectiveness of the model by comparing it with the error evaluation
by human listeners.

4.1. Procedure
First, subjective evaluation scores were prepared as the target ma-
terials of the current test. They were indices of the loss of accept-
ability adopted from previous experiments [5] that have assured an
interval scale. In brief, the loss of acceptability was obtained for
each of 28 temporally modified versions of 15 word materials from

(a) Waveform

(b) Loudness contour

(c) Squared loudness contour
     (= Loudness jump description)
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Figure 4: An example showing the process to extract the loud-
ness jump description from a given speech waveform. (a) The
given waveform. (b) The loudness contour calculated every 2.5 ms
with a 30 ms window in accordance with the ISO-532(B) method.
(c) Simplified result by taking a representative loudness (i.e., the
median loudness) for each segment.

six listeners.
The evaluation model was then achieved according to Eqs. (1,

2, 3). First, the loudness contour was calculated for each speech
material in accordance with ISO-532 (B method). Then, the loud-
ness jump description was obtained by sampling representative
loudness values (the medians) from every segment. The constant
values, i.e., a of Eq. (2) and b of Eq. (3), were appropriately chosen
such that the root mean square prediction errors would be mini-
mized for the given data.

The predictability of the proposed model was tested through
several kinds of simulations. The prediction simulations were
separated into two parts: a closed condition group and an open
condition group. In the closed condition, the model was optimized
by choosing the constant values as optimum using all of the pre-
pared data. The open condition comprised two parts, i.e., open for
listeners and open for word materials. In the open condition, the
model was optimized using a half of the prepared data separated
regarding listeners or words, and then used to predict the other half
of the data. Similar procedures were repeated five times in each
part for different combinations of listeners or words.

On the other hand, similar prediction simulations were per-
formed as a reference test using a model that simply uses the aver-
age acoustic errors. This reference model, which is referred to as
the simple average model, represents the conventional evaluation
measure, namely, the average acoustic error and is given by

L =
1
n

n�1X

i=0

li;i+1; (4)

li;i+1(∆t)�=w � ∆t; (5)

where w is a constant to adjust the scale difference between both
sides of Eq. (4) and is chosen so as to minimize the root mean
square errors.

4.2. Results and discussion
The root mean square prediction errors of the proposed model
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Figure 5: Mean absolute prediction errors to observed loss indices.
The reference condition shows the errors produced by prediction
using the conventional simple average model.

are shown in Fig. 5 under each testing condition. Those of the
reference model are also shown (only the closed condition). As
clearly seen in the figure, the prediction errors of the proposed
model are smaller than those of the reference model in any of the
experimental conditions.

To examine the effectiveness of the proposed model more
specifically, the one-to-one correspondences between the observed
and predicted loss indices were obtained and are shown in Fig. 6(a)
for the simple average model and Fig. 6(b) for the proposed psy-
choacoustical model. The horizontal distance from the diagonal
indicates the amount of prediction error; the left and right directed
ones correspond to underestimation and overestimation, respec-
tively.

It can be seen that the proposed model predicted the largest
group of the observed loss indices (marked with crosses) more
accurately than the simple average model did. The simple average
model significantly underestimated these “significant” loss values.
This difference in predictability between the two models, in fact,
mostly came from the advantage of the proposed psychoacoustical
model to properly deal with the relationship among multiple errors.
As such, the proposed model is advantageous in picking up errors
that are acoustically not so large but perceptually serious.

5. CONCLUSIONS
To assess a given durational error in segmental duration controls,

we proposed a frame that can be utilized to predict the perceptual
amount of degradation. First, we examined the perceptual invalid-
ity of the conventional evaluation measure, the simple average of
acoustic errors; the problems were summarized into the following
two points: (1) to give every segment the same importance, and
(2) to treat each segment independently. Second, we proposed one
description of a speech signal, i.e., the loudness jump model, to
take into account the perceptual factors in a measure of evaluation;
this description was obtained by simplifying the loudness contour
of speech. Finally, we achieved a prototype of the evaluation model
using the proposed description and tested its effectiveness by the
prediction simulations of real perceptual data. The results showed
that the proposed model consistently achieved a better prediction
(i.e., closer to human evaluation) than the reference model which
only used the average acoustic error without any perceptual con-
sideration.
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Figure 6: Observed versus predicted loss indices using two mod-
els: (a) The simple average model, and (b) the proposed psy-
choacoustical model. The diagonal lines show predictions free of
errors. A point over the diagonal means underestimation, i.e., the
model predicted the loss index as too small, and a point under the
diagonal means overestimation. The psychoacoustical model (b)
predicts the largest, i.e., most dangerous, loss values (marked with
crosses) more accurately than the average model (a) does. The sim-
ple average model significantly underestimates these “dangerous”
loss values.
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